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In his book Organized Crime: The Unvarnished Truth About Government, author Tom DiLorenzo exposes a
century of Congress’ crimes including counterfeiting, fraud, embezzlement, racketeering…total disregard for
law.
AmericaAgain! is a perpetual charitable trust established to train, empower, and tactically organize American
citizens to enforce the U.S. Constitution via the AmericaAgain! Indictment Engine™ – a set of algorithms to
assign indictment target value plus legal personnel to build indictments, recruit field attorneys, coordinate local
AmericaAgain! members, and assure that State and county law enforcement do their jobs.

We The People: the Highest Power of Government
In his book The People Themselves, former Stanford Law School dean Larry Kramer explains that the people
are superior to even the U.S. Supreme Court in any case in which the federal government, especially the U.S.
Supreme Court itself, is violating the Constitution. This is even more true for state legislators who violate the
laws.
In our Constitution, the states and people stipulate that we retain all powers except those 17 specifically
enumerated to our federal creature. Our common servant government is sovereign in nothing else in our lives.
It’s time to arrest politicians who have been operating as organized crime for five generations.
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How The Engine Operates
The AmericaAgain! Indictment Engine™ is a peaceful, perpetual citizen mechanism to let us keep control of
government, from now on, using tactical force-massing: large numbers of citizens become plaintiffs in State
Criminal Court against individual members of the U.S. Congress or state legislature, for perpetrating crimes
under the politician’s State laws that happen to coincide with his corrupt activities.

Our Legal Section will plan and organize criminal indictments beginning with, but not limited to, multibilliondollar financial crimes committed against constituents by a member of Congress.
For those legislators that we get indicted, our plea bargaining position will be like the deal offered to King John
by the barons who wrote the Magna Charta in 1215 A.D.: agree in writing to our terms, or we put you in prison
and have your assets seized.
For those legislators not yet targeted, we will offer the same as an immunity deal.
What are those terms? Obey the Constitution and help pass 22 Legislative Action reforms to restore our country
and ensure that government works for its true sovereigns, We the People.
We can regain 150 years of lost liberties and have our legislators obey the U.S. Constitution from now on.

Debunking Common Objections
Those who say that Congress enjoys sovereign immunity from prosecution are wrong. The U.S. Supreme
Court’s Langford v. United States ruling clearly reiterates the basic premise of rule of law that no one is above
the law, especially legislators.
Those who say that members of Congress will file for Removal Jurisdiction in federal court when indicted by
the State court, are also wrong.
Removal jurisdiction is only available to defendants in civil cases arising under the U.S. Constitution or federal
laws.
U.S. district courts have no jurisdiction over a criminal defendant who is a resident of a state that indicts him
for violating its criminal statutes, all plaintiffs also being residents of that state.
Those who say that state prosecutors lack the courage or honesty to indict members of Congress or state
legislators should know that in 2010, the State of Texas convicted Tom DeLay for financial crimes committed
while he was the second highest ranking member of the U.S. House of Representatives.
AmericaAgain! Legal Section will brief and support honest State prosecutors and judges; dishonest ones will be
removed by the electoral efforts of TEA Party groups, the Ron Paul Revolution and other like-minded citizens.
Those who say that DeLay’s was an insignificant case should review the State of Oklahoma’s 15-count, $11
billion fraud indictment of Worldcom CEO Bernie Ebbers, who had his assets seized and is serving out his
lifetime in prison. The Oklahoma Attorney General allowed the federal court to take jurisdiction but was
prepared to re-indict if the federal court failed to satisfy Oklahoma.
The U.S. Constitution, supreme Law of the Land, has been violated for 150 years by our servants in Congress
and state legislatures because We The People have never enforced it.
From now on, we will.

